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Assistant Professor Yusuf Ali and his team aim to conduct deeper research to spur better-targeted drugs and
treatments that could potentially help pre-diabetic patients reverse their condition. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN
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A team of researchers, which includes scientists from Nanyang Technological University (NTU), has

discovered that a type of immune cell can be harnessed through targeted treatment to help prevent Type 2

pre-diabetic patients from turning fully diabetic.

Led by Assistant Professor Yusuf Ali from NTU's Lee Kong Chian School of Medicine, the team learnt in

their five-year study that a previously overlooked group of cells, known as pancreatic islet macrophages, is

capable of promoting insulin production during the pre-diabetes phase.

Pre-diabetes refers to the period before one turns diabetic, when a patient's insulin resistance is high but

the body is still attempting to produce more insulin in order to match the increased resistance, said Prof

Yusuf last Friday.

Macrophages are large, specialised cells that identify, envelop and even destroy certain cells. Pancreatic

islet macrophages reside closely to "beta cells" in the pancreas - key cells responsible for the synthesis and

secretion of the hormone insulin, which regulates blood sugar levels.

The team of nine local researchers and one each from Sweden and Germany experimented on mice that

had diabetes artificially induced in them, as well as organs from human donors.

The team observed that the number of macrophages surrounding the beta cells increased in tandem with

insulin production. When macrophages were removed, insulin levels fell and the mice transitioned from a

pre-diabetic phase into full-on Type 2 diabetes. A similar fall in insulin levels was observed in the human

organs.

The team believes that this is because the macrophages allow blood vessels to carry nutrients to the beta

cells and carry insulin out to the rest of the body.

"For years, people were wondering what these macrophages were there for. We believe that they do confer

an advantage early on (in pre-diabetes)," said Prof Yusuf.

He added that this is the first time in the world such a discovery has been made in human organs. The

study was published in the American Journal Of Physiology - Endocrinology And Metabolism.
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